NATIVE BLOCKCHAIN TOKENS (NATV)
WHITEPAPER
By: NativeBlockchain.Org

DISCLAIMER:
The information on this website or the NATV Token Sale has not been approved or
verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state or
government securities authority. This site or the NATV token Sale is in no way a
solicitation or offer to buy or sell securities. The information provided on this site is not
intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country
where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would
subject Native Currency LLC to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or
country. Native Currency LLC maintains a written disclosure statement, which includes a
discussion of Native Currency LLC’s services and fees. This site is not an offer to sell, or a
solicitation of an offer to buy, any security or the rendering of personalized investment
advice. Investing in any security or investment strategy discussed may not be suitable for
you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment adviser and
attorney. Nothing on this site, or any report contained on this site, constitutes individual
investment, legal or tax advice. The opinions and information contained on this site and the
reports contained on this site have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be
reliable, but Native Currency LLC makes no representation as to their timeliness, accuracy
or completeness. Native Currency LLC shall accept no liability for any loss, financial or
otherwise arising from the use of this site or any information or report contained on this
site and shall not treat all viewers of this site, or recipients of any report contained on this
site, as customers simply by virtue of their viewing this site or having received this
material. Purchasing NATV tokens involve high degrees of risk.
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NATIVE BLOCKCHAIN TOKENS (NATV)
WHITEPAPER
By: NativeBlockchain.Org
Native Blockchain Tokens or NATV is a cryptocurrency token developed to provide an
international blockchain solution that benefits the freelance industry.
The NATV token provides token holders the rights to;
• Access international freelance jobs without commissions
• Advertise and promote freelance services to a global job marketplace
• Hire freelancers using NATV tokens
• Accept international payments using NATV tokens
• Send and transfer international escrow payments immediately without delay of payment.
• Exchange NATV tokens into payments in local currencies with direct deposit to a bank
account or through a local cash pickup.
• Access and purchase international products and services
There are currently over 53 million people in the United States earning income as freelancers
contributing over $715 Billion in freelance earnings. It is predicted that by 2020, more
Americans will be earning income as freelancers than those who are not.
Other countries are seeing even faster growth. India for example has 15 Million freelancers,
mostly working as technical professionals serving an online audience, however with over 1
Billion people and over 375 Million internet users, the India freelance community is expected to
grow to over 100 Million Freelancers within the next 10 years. Several countries are leading the
freelance revolution with the highest demand of workers coming from the United States, India,
Philippines, Ukraine, Pakistan, Russia, Bangladesh, Canada, United Kingdom, & China.
We believe that the Native Token network can significantly help connect employers with
freelance professionals from across the world while allowing freelancers to save money on
commissions and receive international payment through a fast, secure, and affordable
blockchain.

www.NativeBlockchain.Org

www.GigB2B.Com
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Our Mission
The freelance industry is booming. From every corner of the globe, more and more
individuals are earning income and financial freedom as freelance workers. Whether it’s
providing skilled tasks, developing software, writing articles, designing logos or websites,
businesses are learning the incredible benefits of hiring and outsourcing professional jobs to
freelancers.
We are developing Native Blockchain Tokens (NATV) to be a smart network that utilizes
the NATV token to provide rights of access to the professional and freelance services industries
while providing the necessary network utilities that enable NATV token holders the rights to sell
products and services, contribute labor, and obtain access to freelance jobs through our affiliated
networks.
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The Problem
With all of this growth in the freelance industry, and millions and millions of freelancers
earning income online there continues to be many challenges that we desire to solve. For starters,
most freelance marketplaces charge incredibly high commissions which take 20% or more of all
earnings from freelancers. Another 3% is generally charged to employers for processing their
payments and holding escrow. Most importantly, it is very difficult and costly for freelancers to
accept and withdraw funds which can take weeks or months to get access to their money which
negatively impacts their daily lives, their work, and ultimately their relationship with the
employer.
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Native Blockchain Solutions & Products
Freelance and Employment services using NATV Tokens: A simple to use network utility for
the freelance community that provides useful tools to freelancers, professionals, and businesses
using Native Blockchain Tokens (NATV).
• We will be providing an open network for the freelance community to earn income and
grow their portfolio while avoiding commissions and other expenses.
• We will provide employers a simple and affordable solution to finding and hiring top
talent from across the globe.
• We will provide a simple solution to hold and transfer escrow payments for freelance
work securely using NATV tokens whether the job is hired through our affiliate networks
including gigb2b.com or any other freelance platform.
• We will simplify and speed up the process of withdrawing funds for freelance projects.
Instead of waiting for 14 days or more to withdraw their funds, NATV token holders will
receive funds instantly once the project is completed or approved by the employer.
• Freelancers who receive payment for a job using NATV tokens through our network can
exchange those NATV tokens into a payment in their local currency through a direct
deposit to their bank or local cash pickup. This service is available in multiple countries
including India, Pakistan, Philippines, United States, Canada, Ukraine, & South Korea,
with more to be added later)
• We will build and offer additional products and services that provide utility benefits for
the freelance and business to business community using NATV tokens.
Exchanging NATV into local currencies
• Freelancers who receive payment for a job using NATV tokens through our network can
exchange those NATV tokens into a payment in their local currency through a direct
deposit to their bank or local cash pickup. This service is available in multiple countries
including India, Pakistan, Philippines, United States, Canada, Ukraine, & South Korea,
with more to be added later)
Trading NATV on exchanges
• NATV token holders will be able to trade their NATV tokens on third party
cryptocurrency exchanges. Although we cannot provide any form of service or price
guarantee as to the value of NATV tokens on these exchanges, we will provide a list of
these exchanges on our website from time to time.
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Network Rights and Utility Use of NATV Tokens
The purpose of the NATV Token is to;
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide the rights to token holders to access the Native Token network and affiliated
freelance communities including the gigb2b.com freelance network.
Provide the rights to token holders to sell products and services through the Native Token
network and affiliated freelance communities.
Provide the rights to token holders to use the Native Token network and affiliated
freelance communities to advertise freelance jobs, advertise freelance or professional
services, bid on freelance jobs, award freelance jobs, purchase or sell related services,
and contribute labor through the network.
Provide the rights to token holders to gain access to freelance employment opportunities.
Provide the rights to token holders to manage and release international escrow payments.
Provide employers and businesses a simple and affordable means of accessing top
international talent and freelance networks using Native Tokens.
Provide employers and freelancers regardless of the hiring marketplace a simple and
secure utility for managing and releasing escrow payments through Natives network
using Native tokens through secure blockchain technology.
Provide access to professional website hosting services that use the Native Token
network utilities and (NATV) tokens.
Provide access to freelancers and businesses to earn NATV tokens for providing labor
and services through the gigb2b.com and Native Token network.
Develop future products and services that provide professional utilities to the freelance
and business to business communities through the Native Token network.
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Our Product History
We developed and launched Gigb2b.com as a basic freelance community in January
2017. When we launched, we initially offered an in-house version of digital coins that were
mainly used as an experiment to see how our members would interact with it. This was not built
on block chain technology but was instead used as a digital coin. Each digital coin was required
to bid or pay commissions for awarded projects and we allowed our members to resell their coins
to other users. Our members quickly began earning, collecting, transferring, and selling the coins
to other members and we realized our basic version wouldn’t meet our long-term goals or the
goals of our members. Through discussions with our members, we realized we needed to
develop a blockchain technology solution to better serve the freelance community.
In April 2017, we ended our basic digital coin and enabled a pay as you go similar to
other freelance websites with the idea that we would focus on building a reliable token that could
provide a more efficient service to our members. In hindsight, we probably should of just left the
digital coin active while we developed the cryptocurrency because we quickly realized through
customer feedback how much our members enjoyed earning and collecting our digital coins. But
in all reality, we needed to develop Native Currency from the ground up that will provide a more
secure network and utility that will benefit all our members.
We have proven through our growing freelance community that our existing members
will use digital coins or tokens as well as buy and sell them with each other. The goal is to grow
our community so that each member embraces the benefits from both the freelance revolution
and the Native Token eco-system.
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Gigb2b Usage Pricing using NATV tokens:
Following the token sale, NATV tokens will be used to gain access and utilize the current
and future utilities of the gigb2b freelance community. NATV token holders will also be able to
use the Native Token network for managing escrow payments regardless of the hiring platform
used. The gigb2b usage pricing may change at any time.
Create a freelance profile
Advertising Part Time Freelance Jobs
Commission rate for awarded Job
Unlimited Bidding Membership
Premium Advertising Membership
Skill Matchmaking
Advertise Full Time Job
Accept NATV as payment
Exchange NATV into local currency

October Pricing:
No Fee
No Fee
25 NATV Tokens
100 NATV Tokens per year
100 NATV Tokens per year
25 NATV Tokens
25 NATV Tokens
No Fee
No Fee
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Native Token Sale (NATV)
We have already developed gigb2b.com as a basic freelance community, we believe the
global freelance community is starved for an affordable solution that can help connect employers
and freelancers through a community driven network that is more affordable to use, provides
beneficial utilities, and offers a simple international escrow payment platform for employers and
freelancers.
•

Our initial member invite Token Sale will begin on September 4th, 2017 and end on or
before October 3rd, 2017.

•

Participating in the Token Sale is available through Ethereum (ETH).

•

We will issue a maximum of 30,000,000 non-mineable Tokens. Our token supply will be
distributed as follows;
o 1 ETH for 11,000 Native Currency Tokens (NATV)

•

Unsold tokens: We will begin distributing all non-reserved NATV tokens shortly after
our token sale through individual freelancer member claims on the gigb2b network. Any
registered freelancer of the gigb2b community can claim up to 25 NATV tokens for
joining the gigb2b network, for completing specific job tasks through the community, for
accepting Native tokens as payment, and for being awarded freelance jobs on any of the
top freelance networks. Freelancers are required to claim their initial NATV tokens
through gigb2b.com using an ERC-20 wallet within 30 days of joining or there rights to
claim their free 25 NATV for joining gigb2b are cancelled and the 25 NATV tokens
reserved for them will be distributed by Native Currency LLC through third party
exchanges. All NATV distributions to freelancers will last until 75% of all NATV is
distributed on the blockchain. The remaining 25% of NATV will be held by Native
Currency, LLC for future corporate uses. Any Distribution for unclaimed tokens through
third party exchanges by Native Currency LLC will be used for general corporate
purposes including marketing and developing the network. Although we believe this
distribution model will successfully grow the international community of NATV users
along with establishing a fair price per NATV token, there is no guarantee that this form
of distribution will not negatively impact the current or future value of our tokens.

•

We have reserved 5% of our tokens or 1,500,000 NATV to be issued to our affiliated
developer GIGB2B, INC to be used towards future development and access to their
network. In doing so, GIGB2B, INC may sell these tokens through future cryptocurrency
exchanges which may negatively impact the value of our tokens.

•

The fastest and safest way to receive your Native Currency (NATV) tokens is to purchase
them using Ether through MyEtherWallet.com or Mist. In doing so, Your NATV Tokens
will be automatically linked to your MyEtherwallet.
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•

The funds raised from the token sale and any future sale will be used for continued
development of our network, utilities, and affiliate partnerships.

•

We have developed the NATV token using the Ethereum blockchain. NATV is an
ERC20 Token which provides a reliable, smart, and secure platform for distribution. This
is an open, verifiable, and automated system for delivering our tokens and we believe it’s
more important that we use our resources to grow the Native Token network which will
benefit all NATV token holders rather than spend time trying to develop the next cool
blockchain.

•

We expect NATV tokens will be tradable on several cryptocurrency exchanges following
the Token Sale. In addition, Gigb2b.com will begin accepting NATV tokens for access to
their network and services beginning on October 4th, 2017.

Native Whitepaper
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Purchasing NATV Tokens
The NATV Token Sale starts on September 4th, 2017 at 00:00 UTC. The sale will continue until
October 3rd, 2017 at 00:00 UTC. The maximum total amount of NATV Tokens available in the
Token Sale is 30,000,000 NATV.
NATV Tokens can be purchased with ETH using MyEtherWallet.com. No additional NATV
tokens will ever be issued.
Future purchases of NATV tokens will be required through existing holders or third party
exchanges.

Ownership Rights & Using Tokens
Each NATV Token represents the right to use and access the Native Token and Gigb2b.com
Networks and any affiliated complimentary network and utility.
NATV Tokens will be used and required through the gigb2b community for;
• Bidding on freelance jobs
• Paying commission for awarded jobs
• Paying commissions for gigs or services sold through network
• Sending or withdrawing funds
• Paying for website hosting services
• Future products and services launched through the gigb2b community
NATV Tokens will be used on the Native Token network for;
• Managing escrow payments from any freelance community
• Sending or receiving escrow payments for any freelance community
• Sending or receiving payments for any service that requires an online payment and can
benefit from a fast and secure payment platform with low cost transaction fees
• Accessing affiliated networks, utilities, and services using NATV tokens
• Accessing promotional deals, products, and services

Ownership Access Rights
You should only purchase NATV tokens for the rights to use and access our freelance and
affiliated networks, utilities, and services. If you decide to personally not use the tokens on our
network then you may transfer, sell, or trade your NATV tokens at any time through our network
or through an independent cryptocurrency exchange. Purchasing Native tokens (NATV) does not
provide any percentage of equity, ownership, or rights to revenue, or profit sharing in the
operating business, networks, or platforms of Native Currency LLC, or GIGB2B INC.
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Time Line
Following our Token Sale we will be completing the following projects.
• Distribute NATV Tokens to all investors (Transferred immediately upon purchase using
MyEtherWallet.Com or Mist)
•

Improve and expand the gigb2b.com freelance website and integrate NATV Tokens for
bidding, commissions, payment, escrow, and release of funds. (October 2017)

•

Token holders gain access to trade NATV tokens through multiple cryptocurrency
exchanges. (October – December 2017)

•

Develop and release a simple and affordable payment solution that will enable any
employer to pay any freelancer or employee regardless of the project location, freelancer
location, or hiring platform using NATV tokens. (December 2017)

•

Develop local hubs that allow NATV token holders access to exchange NATV Tokens
into local currency. (January 2018 +)

•

Develop additional products and services that can provide benefits to the freelance and
small business industry (We have several projects in the pipeline including webhosting,
storage, etc) (Ongoing Release and Dates to be Determined following the token sale)

Native Whitepaper
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Contact Development Team
Native Currency LLC
www.NativeBlockchain.Org
www.NativeBlockchain.Org/Contact

Gigb2b, INC
www.gigb2b.com
Team@gigb2b.com
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Risk Factors
The acquisition of Tokens and cryptocurrency involves a high degree of risk. Before acquiring
NATV tokens, it is recommended that you consider all risks involved and that you do not invest
more than you can afford to loose. Although we may not know or list every specific Risk Factor,
the following risk factors should be considered before purchasing NATV Tokens.
Disclaimer
The purpose of this White Paper is to present the Native Token project to individuals and entities
interested in cryptocurrency, the NATV token, and in the freelance and business to business
employment services industries. This communication shall not constitute an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy securities.
The purchase, ownership, receipt, or possession of NATV Tokens carries no rights, express or
implied, other than the right to use NATV Tokens as a means to enable access, bid, pay for
service, and use our affiliated Marketplaces once successfully completed and deployed. In
particular, you understand and accept that NATV Tokens do not represent or confer any
ownership right or stake, equity share, stock, option, security, or equivalent rights, or any right to
receive future revenue shares, profit sharing, intellectual property rights or any other form of
participation in or relating to the network, marketplace, affiliates, and/or Native Currency LLC
and/or GIGB2B INC, its holding companies or their respective subsidiaries (the "Group", and
each a "Group Company") and its corporate affiliates, other than any rights relating to the
provision and receipt of Packages in the marketplace, network, or platform, subject to these
Terms. The NATV Tokens are not a security, commodity, or any kind of financial instrument.
Important Note: As noted elsewhere in these Terms, the Tokens are not being structured or sold
as securities, commodities or any other form of investment or structured product. Accordingly,
none of the information presented here is intended to form, or constitutes, the basis for any
investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended or made.
The Risk Disclosures is not intended to be, and is not, a complete summary of all risks associated
with your purchase of NATV Tokens. You should make independent enquiries to ensure you
have all information to independently assess whether you should purchase NATV Tokens. The
Company expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or
damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any
information contained on this document or website, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any
such information or (iii) any action resulting from such information.
Consult your financial advisor and/or attorney prior to any purchase of cryptography tokens.
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By purchasing, owning, and using NATV Tokens, you expressly acknowledge and assume
the following risks:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

XII.
XIII.

You are purchasing NATV tokens for the rights to access and use our network and
affiliated networks including but not limited to service utilities that primarily serve the
freelance, employment, and business industries.
The information on this website and token sale has not been approved or verified by the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state or government
securities authority.
The purchase of NATV tokens may not be suitable for you and involves a high degree of
risk.
This site and token sale is in no way a solicitation or offer to buy or sell securities. The
purchase of NATV tokens does not grant you equity or ownership interest in Native
Currency LLC or are affiliates or partnerships.
We are currently in development of some of our services and features that will utilize
NATV tokens and although we expect to complete development by the time lines listed,
make no guarantees to the actual completion timeline.
We are dependent on raising funds in the token sale or future distributions to fund certain
features that we plan to integrate into our network and services. If we raise substantially
less than our token sale goal, we will have a difficult time completing our most desired
future network projects.
We are highly dependent on the Ethereum network and blockchain technology.
Disruption in either would be detrimental to NATIVE CURRENCY LLC and NATV
tokens and may cause disruptions including loss of access to our network, utilities, or
affiliates, as well as potential loss in value for NATV tokens.
In the event the value of ETH fluctuates unfavorably during or after the token sale, we
may be limited in our ability to fund future development projects or to maintain the
network, marketplaces, and affiliated relationships.
We can offer no assurances that a system wide failure of Ethereum, blockchain, other
cryptocurrencies, trading exchanges, the internet, our own websites, or any computer
infrastructure would not negatively affect our tokens and owners.
We can provide no service, support, or guarantee to the pricing accuracy or your ability
to liquidate your NATV tokens on any third party exchange.
Native Currency LLC will not support or otherwise facilitate any secondary trading or
external valuation of NATV tokens. Any such trading or valuations will be through third
parties for which we can provide no guarantees, services, or support. In the event,
secondary trading of NATV tokens is facilitated, these exchanges may be susceptible to
fraud or manipulation. Furthermore, to the extent that third parties do ascribe an external
exchange value to NATV Tokens there is no guarantee as to the value which may be
extremely volatile and diminish to zero.
We provide no guarantees to the rights to networks, affiliates, utility use, applications, or
value of the NATV token now or at any time in the future.
NATV Tokens are uninsured unless you specifically obtain private insurance to insure
them. Thus, in the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public insurer or
private insurance arranged by Native Currency LLC or are affiliates, to offer recourse to
you.
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XIV.

XV.

XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.

XIX.

There are substantial risks associated with uncertain regulations and enforcement
Actions. It is impossible to predict or know for sure how or whether government or
regulatory bodies may apply existing law and regulation with respect to such technology
and its applications, including our products, services, network, affiliations, token sale,
and NATV Tokens. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether government or
regulatory bodies may implement changes to law and regulation affecting distributed
ledger technology and its applications, including the any and all use for the NATV token.
Regulatory actions could severely negatively impact our network, marketplace,
community, values, and use of NATV tokens in various ways, including but not limited
through a determination that NATV Tokens are a virtual commodity, a digital asset or
money, securities or currency, that the purchase, sale and delivery of NATV Tokens
constitutes unlawful activity, or that NATV Tokens are a regulated instrument that
require registration or licensing of those instruments or some or all of the parties involved
in the purchase, sale and delivery thereof. The Company may cease operations in a
jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it
illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary
regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction.
There are substantial risks with hacking and security. Due to malicious groups and
organizations, there are risks to the network and marketplace including but not limited to
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks,
smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because the network and marketplace is based on
open-source software, there is a risk that a third party or a Company Party may
intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure of the
network or marketplace, which could negatively affect the network or marketplace and
the NATV Tokens, including each utility.
It is possible that alternative marketplaces could be established that utilize the same open
source code and protocol underlying our network and marketplace and attempt to
facilitate services that are materially similar to our network and marketplace. Native
Currency may compete with these alternatives, which could negatively impact the
network and marketplace and NATV tokens, including the utility of the NATV tokens for
utility uses on our networks and marketplaces.
The tax characterization of Tokens and cryptography is uncertain. You must seek your
own tax advice in connection with purchasing NATV tokens, which may result in adverse
tax consequences to you, including withholding taxes, income taxes and tax reporting
requirements.
It is possible that our affiliated networks, marketplaces, and communities will not be used
by a large number of individuals, companies and other entities or that there will be
limited public interest in the creation and development of distributed marketplaces. A
lack of use or interest could negatively impact the development of the marketplace and
therefore the potential utility of the NATV Tokens.
We are developing NATV Tokens to operate and provide network access to the freelance
community as well as other freelance networks in the future. Although we believe NATV
token holders and other employers and freelancers will greatly benefit from this
integration, we cannot provide any assurances, guarantees or reliability to the future
success and usage of the communities, members, or networks that we work with, partner
with, or are affiliated with. Additionally, we are highly dependent on the success of our
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XX.

XXI.
XXII.

XXIII.

XXIV.
XXV.

XXVI.

integration of the NATV token and our freelance network and there is no guarantee that
this integration will be successful.
Your use of NATV tokens on our affiliated networks, websites, platforms, communities,
and marketplaces will require your use and acceptance of their own terms and conditions,
risk factors, and disclaimers. Native Currency, LLC provides no assurances, guarantees,
warranties, promises, or claims for using NATV tokens through our own network and
marketplace or any affiliated network, website, platform, community, or marketplace.
Our NATV token as well as blockchain technology has limitations and is in its early
stages of development. This carries multiple risks to all investors and users including
many risks that we may not foresee.
It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including, but not limited to, an
unfavorable fluctuation in the value of ETH (or other cryptographic and fiat currencies),
decrease in the NATV Tokens' utility, the failure of commercial relationships, or
intellectual property ownership challenges, our affiliations, partnerships, networks, and
marketplaces may no longer be viable to be developed or to operate, or the company may
dissolve.
NATV Tokens offer no governance or voting rights of any kind with respect to the
network, marketplace, community, affiliations, or Native Currency LLC, all decisions
involving Native Currency LLC and NATV Token development and our products,
services, and affiliations will be made by Native Currency LLC at its sole discretion,
including, but not limited to, decisions to manage, establish, expand, or discontinue its
products or services in the network, community, or marketplace, to establish or terminate
affiliate or partnership agreements, or to sell or liquidate the Company. These decisions
could adversely affect the network and marketplace as well as the utility use of the
NATV tokens you own.
Our price or value per NATV token may be effected by other cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum among others. Native Currency has no control over the price of
other crypto currencies, however we most likely will be affected by their price.
The cryptocurrency industry and trading exchanges have experienced several outages,
thefts, and are highly volatile. We will take all reasonable measures to make our network
as strong and secure as possible, however we cannot provide a guarantee against loss,
theft, or volatility now or anytime in the future.
We will begin distributing all non-reserved NATV tokens shortly after our token sale
through individual freelancer member claims on the gigb2b network. Any registered
freelancer of the gigb2b community can claim up to 25 NATV tokens for joining the
gigb2b network, for completing specific job tasks through the community, for accepting
Native tokens as payment, and for being awarded freelance jobs on any of the top
freelance networks. Freelancers are required to claim their initial NATV tokens through
gigb2b.com using an ERC-20 wallet within 30 days of joining or there rights to claim
their free 25 NATV for joining gigb2b are cancelled and the 25 NATV tokens reserved
for them will be distributed by Native Currency LLC through third party exchanges. All
NATV distributions to freelancers will last until 75% of all NATV is distributed on the
blockchain. The remaining 25% of NATV will be held by Native Currency, LLC for
future corporate uses. Any Distribution for unclaimed tokens through third party
exchanges by Native Currency LLC will be used for general corporate purposes including
marketing and developing the network. Although we believe this distribution model will
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XXVII.

XXVIII.

XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.

successfully grow the international community of NATV users along with establishing a
fair price per NATV token, there is no guarantee that this form of distribution will not
negatively impact the current or future value of our tokens.
We have reserved 5% of our tokens or 1,500,000 NATV to be issued to our affiliated
developer GIGB2B, INC to be used towards future development and access to their
network. In doing so, GIGB2B, INC may sell these tokens through future cryptocurrency
exchanges which may negatively impact the value of our tokens.
We have donated the rights to a total of 1 Million NATV tokens to non-affiliated nonprofit organizations. These non-profit organizations can claim and gain access to their
NATV tokens at any time and in return can sell these tokens through cryptocurrency
exchanges which may negatively impact the value of our tokens.
Our price per token will be affected by the total number of users, platforms, networks,
and exchanges established using NATV tokens.
NATV Token holders may be subject to pay sales or income taxes that are beyond our
control. It is the responsibility of each token holder to comply with all tax laws of the
United States and any other jurisdictions in which they reside.
There may be substantial other risks that are not foreseen or outlined by us at this time.
All purchases of NATV tokens is subject to your own risk.
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